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MOTORCYCLES
Powerplus $215 to $27 5
Smith Motor Wheels $60
Bicycles $20 up
3-Speed Coasters $5 extra

E. G. HAGGETT
9 CASCO ST.
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Come to Biddeford and

Sa~co

You can find the largest stock in Maine

FURNITURE, RUGS AND
DRAPERIES
Brass and I ron Beds
~~~t:JiLJ~~~i1~~~at~ in all finishes. Low
prices are what you
~~~~iJ ~~~Wfifl are looking for, so come
to u and save money.
Goods delivered free of charge
Elevator Service

H. P. ATKINSON &SONS INC.
FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS, D RAPERIES

Atkinson Block, Biddeford

Atkinson Block, Saco

.....................................u• .,.....................

~be

JStbbefotb 1\etorb
R . F. D. DailY"'
25c a e,/\1onth
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Oldsmobile
I
I

4 & 8 Cylinder

Grant
S IX
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II

I
The
Universal
Car
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I
PETERSoN MoToR
COMPANY L.A.~;~~~SON
and M nager

Salesrooms
Service Station

327- 329
Forest Avenue

~
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H.

•

K ndrick

Co .

Booksellers, Stationers and Jewsdealer
1AI T STREET, SACO
Sporting Good of all kind .
terms for out of town customers.
Gifts.

Circulating Library. Special
Fi11e Clzi11a and Cut Glass for

\Ve will save you your Fare in the purcha e of

Men and Boys' Clothing
Special values in Graduating

1othing.

BE 1 01T-D

iasonic Block

T

co.,
BIDDEFORD, 1AI 1E

Newest Novelties in Footwear
AT

JOHN F. DEAN'S
136

1AI

r

STREET

BIDDEFORD

T. L. Evans & Co., Biddeford, Maine
\Ve carry a co1nplete line of
.
.
.
.
1
KITCHE T li'{.;R TJSHI GS, CUTLERY, E AMELED "' RE, SILVER\ ARE, .. YICKEL
ll)
COPI>ER GOODS, \VOODE l \\'ARE, TI T\VARE,
TOYS, B KETS, ETC., CHI 1A, CROCKERY,
GL SS\V RE, DI T ER SETS, ETC., ?A TCY
DRY GOODS and STATIO ERY.

[!J=l------------ - -• -• -··-u-•-,_, -•tEJD
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J. R. O'NEIL

I

THE UP-TO-DATE BAKER

I

11

Famou Luxury Bread"
11

Dad's Cake"

Portland,

Me.

Teams in Scarboro daily
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Fred M. Newcomb & Son
AT THE SAME OLD STAND

Groceries and General Merchandise
SCARBORO BEACH

- -and

I

FRED M. NEWCOMB

l!k:J,_., ___.,_,- _,_ -·-"-'

- - PROUT'S

I

NECK

J. HAROLD NEWCOMB

I

-·-·-D- •-·-·-~~-u-u-•---~

Compliments of

FOSTER-AVERY CO.
Operators of 38 Store .

pecial Values in Young 1\1cn's

Clothes, Hats and Shoes, and Young Ladies' Shoes.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Prices Reasonable

FIRST-CLASS PLU BING and HEATI G
ILBUR F. BLAKE
\VEST SCARBORO, MAl TE

~be

302 Fidelity Bldg.,Portland.

Waplanb

J.{rs. A. li. Afoulton, Prop.

~bore Binner~
Telephone 37-3

\VE T

CARBORO, l\1E.

MILLIKEN & SNOW
ELECTRICIANS
Electrical Work of All Kinds
WEST SCARBORO,

Electrical Supplies
MAINE

DEDICATIO .

TO

nUIJfttl IDrarftrr anb wrur lf.rtrnb
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OF "FOUR COR TERS"
IS RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED
BY THE STUDE 1TS OF

CARBORO HIGH SCHOOL

SENIOR CLASS
Standing (ldt to right) : Richard Libby. Edna Purchase, Nellie Hud~n. Haymond Sargent.
S1tting: Elmor Harmon, Herbert Wentworth, Ruth johnson and rvfiM Litchfield.

VOL. V.

LITERARY
HO\\' THE FOX
~ .. E

FOOL£~!>

THE HOC4 D.

cold, frost~ morning in .. O\ ember, Red Fox'' as suddenly
a\\ akc'm'd by someone knocking at his front door. He
rubbed hi C) c d.nd sat up to Iif> ten.
t fir t he thought
that it was hi~" ife, coming home from the dance, but he was quickly
con\ inced that h( \\as'' rong by her calling from her room to know
who was at the door. R d Fox got up and drt. ed, then went to
the front door and ~aid, "\\.ho's there?" He peeped through the
keyhole and saw that it\\ a the hound from the n arby farmhouse.
The hound said, "If )OU don't let me in I will tear )OUr house
down." Red Fo ·\\as frightened at this, becdu e he didn't want to
build a new hm e, \\ith \\inter o near at hand. But he said, "You
can't come in this morning."
The hound'' as' err angr) and he began to tear the hou. e down.
l\1 rs. Fox was frightened at this and began to cry, but her husband said, "I'' ilJ go out the back door and let him chru:e me a long
way, then I will fool him (..;.nd come back." His wife did not want
him to do this but he convinced her that it was neces ary that he
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mu t. ~ o aying good-h) e to hi wife and telling her to ha' e breakfast ready for him wh n he cam back, h started out. He had
cared) got out when the hound s...tw him and, barking loudl~,
tarted after him. 1\1 r. Fox thought he would have some fun "ith
the hound,
he h aded for a brook that he knew of. \rhen he got
there he crossed safely on a small decayed tree which had fallen
aero
the hrook.
The hound soon came along and, without thinking of his w ight,
h gan to cross on the arne tree. He h,td got nearly aero s ''hen
the tree brok , letting him down in the cold \\ ater. The fox turned
back and laughed at him but did not offer to help his pursuer out.
The water was not deep and the hound soon climbed out on the
bank. He was ver) cold and wet but started after the fox.
Reddy ran a fa t as he could toward the farmhou e and got there
fir t. He ran under a shed. then came out and jumped upon the
shed roof, ran up one side of the barn roof and down the other, and
jumped on to a hay tack, then as far a he could into some bush s,
where he lay down to rest.
The hound ran under the shed and out again qui kly and around
the barn. He was too old to be fooled there and soon caught the
scent and tarted after the fox.
l\1r. Fox \\as angry at b ing disturbed o oon and decided to end
the fun. He ran down to the millpond and stopped as if he were
afraid to cro , hut wh n the hound wa nearly up to him he start d
lightly across the thin ice to the other hank. The hound again rcgardle of hi w ight, start d aero s, but he found out too late that
he had made a mistake. The ice broke and let him into the icy
water and the current carried him over the dam to his death.
The fox ran home to his breakfast, laughing. He may be telling
his grandchildren today how he once "fooled" the hound.
E. L. 1.

"SLAr TG."
,HE morning trolley-car bumped and jolted me on toward my
~~~!!'I destination. The two girls seated directly behind me were
~-~ talking so loudly that I could not help but hear.
"Gee! That. was a bum trick. I'd have canned him right away."

T

"\:Veil, good-night, I guess you wouldn't.

It got my goat, tho."

I had not especially noticed the girls as I <.>Htcrcd the car, but at
once there can,1e to me a mental picture. Tbey were, I reflected,
probably working girls with little education. They but my soliloquy was interrupted.
"He's some swell sport, believe me!"
"Yes, and Papa's got the chink."
Immediately my picture took on color, grew more distinct, and
stood with well-defined shapes and features.
o doubt the girls
spent their evenings at ~1usic Hall, wore cheap jewelry, and
chewed gum. Suddenly the car stopped, the girls got off, and I
saw-refined faces, attractive clothes, in short-two high school
students.
\Vith this surprising incident as a stimulus my mind turned to
slang-that indefinite, elastic term which \Vebster mercilessly defines as "new words that have no just reason for being." Then I
thought of Professor Stuart's modification of that definition, "many
of which finally take their place in the language of literature and
speech," and I asked myself quite candidly, "\i\'hat is really slang
and how much should be used?"
I suppose our slang originally started with a desire to intensify
and make more vivid our every-day, Anglo-Saxon speech. The
desire, if not the result, was laudable. If we follow instinct we invariably use some slang. For what is slang but the natural expression of animated thoughts? It is as easy to invent slang expressions as it is to find their reputable equivalents. Take for example, our slang expression "stung." \\That good, staunch, English
word have we that so clearly e..xpr sscs the meaning this word conveys? Is "chagrined," "mistaken," or "deceived" comparable to
it? Another example-the slang verb "to squeal.'' Can you find
a self-respecting, Anglo-Saxon phrase that equals it? No one is so
rash as to deny the strength and force of these expressions. And
do we dare to say that these words along with many other aliens
"have no just reason for being?" For if we refuse them to-day as
slang we may be obliged to accept them to-morrow as a part of our
language.
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From which 1 conclude that a moderate, judicious use of appropriate slang is to b commended, while its opposite is to be heartily
condemned.
nd with I ope I say:
11

ln word , as fashions, the ame rule will hold,
Alike fantastic if too new or old;
B not the fir t by whom the new arc tried,
lor yet the last to lay th · old a&ide."

THE FUTURE I) ETECT I E.
\Van tam 'bout four year ago,
My boy, jean Batee e Boil au,
He got sum Yer' founee t'oughts,
On top of heesc t'ick top-'nots.
nat boy, he's ver' smart fellow,
Lik' de moos he can b How,
An' sweem, an' shoot wit' beeg gun,
An' paddl lik' a son-of-a-gun.
By gar, it's founee, dat ho~
I do not play wit de to:>,
He all tam has hees no e
Run on de book, an' keeps so dos',
Dat he almos' ees defectif.
H follow dat b eg detectif
Tick Carter-oui-al o King Brady,
An' ha um w'iskers ready,
An' green glasses an' long beard
An' says "I'm a man to be feared."
Oui, he look all tam for som' sight,
To be sure everyting ees right.
\Val, wan tam he got de becg idea,
He say "Dis word ees not clear,
o I go to de grand chool
On top of de hill, where de fool
Learn to play ball an' to write,
An' talk, an' tease de girl, an' fi ht,-
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An' bum b) e, mebbc, I can
Be a detecti\ c, de smart man "
He tease ' cr' hard to go derc,
So me an' heem an' hees mere,
\\·ego to I ortlan' an' bu)
Som' shoes an' clo'e for heem to try
1 o look lik' de odder boy .
De first day he mak' great noise,
But prct' soon he get to work,
Study hard an' do not shirk.
\Van y ar, two year, an' tree ) car
Go by an' now 'tis four year
An' hecs almos' t'rough. He grow
To a beeg man an' he know
Almost all t'ings in de books.
l\1e and hces mer from de looks,
He say, we don' know moch.
Jean ees so grand an' smart, such
Dat de principal, she once
Tell "Dat boy is a becg dunce,
I'm afraid he is defective."
I say ••vas, dat's so. He's saint,
Dat boy. 1 e weel be a grand detective.
But mcbbe she don't, most probably hain't."
By . S. Class, 1920.
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TRAP .

.. 1883 Joe Brown,who had just been graduated from High
school, left hi home in the E tst and went \Vest to start a
sheep ranch. At first he had bad luck; the wild animals
were large in number in that thinl) ~ttled region, and they killed
many of his beep. He struggled hard to keep from being entirel}
wiped out, and in the end, wa successful, but one occasion nearly
cost him his life.
Joe kept two helper , a Scotchman and an Indian haJf-brccd. The
Scotchman could be depended on, but the half-breed had to be
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watched. \'\'hen he was on duty he would go hunting instead of
tending the heep. Helpers were hard to get and so joe kept him.
Early in August of the year 1884 the half-breed came to the ranchhou e with the news that ten sheep wer ·gone and one of Joe's choice
rams. Joe kept back the angry \\Ord that came to his lips and
asked how it happened. The half-brc d replied that the bears did
it. He then asked why he did not shoot them and received the
answer that they 'v r too far off. Joe mounted Fanny, his favorite
pony, and with the half-breed hurried to the flock. \iVhen he
reached the place he found that not only wer ten heep killed but
also one of his dogs. Joe was sure now that the half-breed was
quite a distance off when this happened. Joe had heard that it was
not hard to captur · bears in a log trap.
ailing the half-breed to
him, Joe cut a number of tree and the logs made a box-like
structure. The front and roof were all one piece and a log ran
through the center and connected with a trigger put through the
back wall.
The half-breed knew how to do thi , but he was lazy and would
not work, so Joe had to do the most of it. \Vhen it was completed
Joe buried the dead sheep around it for bait. lt would take but the
slightest touch to relea e the trigger. They piled several hundred
weight of stones on the roof. Joe thought this was unneces ary,
but he did this neverthele s. The trclp was not a pretty thing but
it was strong. It did not seem possible that any animal could get
out of this.
The day aft r joe had fini hed the trap the half-breed appeared
at the ranchhouse again. There was a smile lurking at the corners
of his mouth. Be told joe that he had caught something Lut did
not know what it was. joe thought this was funny, so after eating
a hasty meal, he rode to the trap. \Vhen Joe looked through the
cracks, the only thing he s.:'l.w was a badger. He asked the halfbreed why he did not kill him and reset the trap. He told Jo that
he could not lift it, which was very true. They reset the trap, and
joe told the half-breed to drive the sheep farther down the valley
where there was better feeding for them.
joe saddled Fanny. The pony was very re tlcss and would not
go north at first; he quieted her and rode over the ridge and, turning
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a corner suddenly, he wa confronted by a bear. The pony shied to
one side and sto d steady for a moment; in that moment joe fired,
and the bear fell. A Joe fired the pony jumped, and joe lost his
balance and fell to the ground. Joe looked around and saw coming
O\Cr the ridge a till larger bear. He appeared to be very angry,
and Joe did not stop to a k why. He got to hi feet and
ran \\ith the bear in pursuit. joe could not hope to outrun the
h •ar so as he ran he kept looking for a place to hide. The trees did
not ha\ e any boughs near the ground and Joe would not ha\ e time
to climh them. Running on a little farther he spied the trap he
had made the night I cfore. It afforded a good place of concealment and Jo immediately crawled in, and of course, the roof fell
down.
Joe up till now had forgotten about his reYolver, and as the bear
\\as nosing around and \\ ondering where his \ ictim had gone, Joe
emptied his revoh er into him and he f II dead. \Vhen this was
done he tried to find some way of getting out of the trap. He could
not lift the roof, and g tting an idea from where the badger had been
digging, he set to work with his knife and worked until h' could sec
no more. Then he fell asleep and did not wake until morning. He
r ·bumed his work, and about noon he had a hole big enough to
~ quceze through. Jo thought he f It [>retty good to be free again.
He went down to the riYer for a drink. He recovered his lost rifle
and a little later found the bodies of the two b ar . The last twent} -four hours wer not spent for nothing.
He had killed two bears.
month later he caught his third b ar in the trap. In the fall the
settlers met in a great hunt that nearly freed the neighborhood of
the wild animals. The valley became thickly settled and Joe's
sh ep ranch prospered.
E. 1\1 ., ' 19.
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THE HbRO, Ar D HO\V HE \V04 HIS TITLE.
OBERT Bro\\ n, or "Bob" as he wa~ called, "as a tall, de. rk,
muscular youth, with black curly h ..tir, brown C) cs, and a
ver) plea~ ..tnt fc.tce. lie ''as about s \enteen year old, and
worked in the cotton mill ..tt Strats\ ille. Hi father was dead, and
he and his mother lived in a small, hut neat cottage on the outskirts
of the town.
Bob was called the smartest boy in Stratsvillc. He had only
been through grammar school, but he \\a capable of doing any kind
of honest work. He liked to keep books very much, and wished to
b a secretary, but he was willing to begin at the bottom of the
ladder and work up.
Bob, th favorit of the school, had been made Captain of the
Baseball team, and had become quite an athlete, being able to run
faster and throw the hammer farther than any other boy in the
town. He was liked by e\ery one, except George Chi holm, who was
the bully of the school, and had tried to injure Bob several times.
One morning Bob went to work as usual, and during the forenoon
l\1r. toneham, th owner of the mill, brought his daughter, Agnes,
into the room "h(•re Boh "·as" orking, to how her the machinery.
As Agnes was passing one of the machines, her dress caught in the
cogs of the wheel and she would ha\ e been instantly killed if Bob
hadn't been near. \\"hen she found hers ·lf thus caught she ga\ e a
piercing scream and Bob looked up from his work in alarm and saw
her danger. \Vithout a moment's hesitation he thrust his foot between the cogs of the massive wheel. There\\ as a grinding, crushing sound, and the machiner) came to a stop.
Everyone hurried to the scene; they found Agnes safe, but Bob in
a dead faint, his foot crushed to a pulp het \\ e ·n the cogs of the wheel
They carried him home, where his foot was amput.1ted and an artificial one put in it plan•. • ·o one could praise Bob enough for his
brave deed; and to sho\\ his appre·iation, l\lr. Stoneham ga\e Bob
a position as his priv te secretary. Thus Bob's wi. hes were fulfilled, and from th ..1t day to this, he has been known ..t::s the "Hero"
of Stratsville.
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HADY SPOT".

Down the mossy step she glided
Over ferns and violets plenty,
Then at last she murmurs gently
" This is wher I wish to linger."
Down upon that green mossy carpet
overed with violets white and blue,
And the trim daisies golden hue,
at she down to rest.
rearby the babbling, sparkling water
Running around the rocky curves
Cheered her spirit and soothed her nerves
And left happy laughter in her ears.
Adelaide Temm.

A LITTLE GIRL \VE ALL K ·o\V.
~~ ~

1

A 1 going to describe one of the primary children for you.
She is a little girl of about six or seYen years, with a very
dark complexion, and is quite tall and plump.
he has
long, coal-black curls, which fall down her back and curl m
little ringlets around her wide, straight forehead. Her dark mischievous brown eyes shine out under her black silky lashes. Her
forehead seems to melt into her snubby, grecian nose. Her cheeks
are plump and rosy, and her firm, full, red lips remiqd one of a ripe,
juicy apple. Her round bah) ish chin finishes the picture of a sweet
girlish face. She wears a very becoming dark serge dress, the
sleeves of which are short enough to show fat, dimpled elbows, and
plump, rounded arms and hands. She always has a smile and a
kind word for everyone, and she is everyone's pet. Altogether she
is a sweet, sunny dispositioned little girl, and every high school
student knows her.
G. V. \V., '17.
lei 1\
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HISTORY OF 'T'HE CL SS OF 1916.

1\'ellie lludson.
Four y ars ago ne ·t eptemu r, ten confident and sturdy Fre hmen, being not in the least di turbed at the stories they had heard
concerning the dreadful happenings that awaited them, boldly ascended the tep of Scarboro High chool and began their four years'
work.
Our principal was lVIr. Clarence Brown, and l\1iss Litchfield was
1othing eventful happened the first year, except
first a si tant.
the annual picnic which was held at Peak's Island. During the
afternoon a ophomore and a Freshman, with l\1 i s Litchfield for
chaperon, nearly met with an accident while enjoying a boat ride.
1i s Litchfield noticed a large-sized jelly-fish and the ophomore,
who I may as well admit was Ernest Libby, reached for it rather
eagerly. In his haste he lost his oars, but Eugene Janelle, who was
in a boat near by, immediately came to his aid and nothing seriou
happened.
\Vhen we came back our second year we were sorry to find one of
our members, lice I lummer, had left us.
1r. I• red \Vish became
our principal. It was during our ophomore year that a few of our
cia took part in the Junior play, " 1 rs. Brigg of the Poultry
Yard." At the graduation that year the school chorus sang. It is
certain that without the melodious voices of Raymond Sargent and
Richard Libby the singing would have been a failure.
Our junior year at high school 1 egan, and we found another
new principal awaited us, 1r. G. Charles l\1ar den. \\ e were also
given a second assistant, l\1iss Ellen Snow, who held the position
the first two terms and l\1r. Frank Roberts finished out the remainder of the year.
Our class officers were as follows: President, Richard Libby;
vice-president, Dorris 1errill; secretary and Treasurer, Annie Peterson. For the supp rt of the school paper our clas ga\ e the
farce, "The \Vrong Package." Owing to the weather only about
10.00 was received, but "Every Little Helps," so we did not feel
discouraged.
bout this time we lost two more members, Georgia
\Ventworth and Dorris l\1errill.
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In the spring many baseball games were played by our boys. The
one at 1 Torth Scarboro needs especial mention because of the fine
hayrack ride we had. At the picnic at Peak's Island, although
most of the amusements were closed up we managed to have a fairly
good time.
Time does not stand still and soon, for our last year, we returned
to Scarboro High School. It was almost impossible to realize we
were Seniors. This year Mr. C Iifton 0. Page was our principal,
1\1iss Litchfield and l\1iss "evens, assistants. \Ve elected the officers as follows: President, Elinor Harmon; vice-president, Ruth
johnson; treasurer, 1ellie Hudson; secretary, Edna Purchase.
On October ninth we gave a Harvest Supper at the Town Hall,
making about ten dollars. About this time another classmate left
us, Annie Peterson. \\Te were very sorry to lose her as she was one
of our most diligent members. The annual Fair was given in December, follO\ved by the Drama, "The College Chap." From all
about fifty-four dollars were cleared. A favorite phrase of Raymond Sargent's at this time was "\Veil! You see, I don't know."
\Ve repeated this drama at Old Orchard in January and made
eighteen dollars.
\Ve are very proud of the fact that we have two artists among us.
They are Elinor Harmon and Raymond Sargent. Raymond has
certainly done some very picturesque work. Ernest Libby as a
post-graduate has taken up a few studies with our class. Ernest is
a great favorite with the girls and they will miss him very much. He
has shown by many drawings and tactful oration that he is very
much interested in the" Boom Scarboro l\1ovcment." Others are very
much intere ted in this movement, and here is one of the famous
speeches of 1illard Gower, a junior:
"lf you think Scarboro is the worst place on earth, don't say
it! If you would like to say ill of carboro, don't do it! But
as long as you live in carboro it is your home town! If you
don't like Scarboro, ' 1ove', but as long as you are here,
Boom Scarboro!"

It is here that we wi h to mention the splendid work which the
Juniors have accomplished. If it had not been for their efforts and
willingness, we would have been unable to issue a school paper. In
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February th y gave the Drama, "Th' I aeon's Second \l\7ife," and
later repeated it at ~ Torth, where a sleigh ride was enjoyed. Ruth
John on, soon after the ride, declar d that her favorite color was
"Red." Of course, we were all greatly surpri ed.
1 Tcar the end of the second term Nl r. I?age left u .
:WI r. Veo F.
·mall, our fifth principal, has been with us from that time. \\'hen
we entered high chool l\1r. John A. Snow was superintendent. He
served that year and l\1 r. Frank H. B. Heald has held the po ition
since that time. It is to 1r. Snow and l\1r. H ·aid that we owe a
large part of our success. They ha\ c alwa) s been ready to help us
in our school work and al o in our outside activitie .
l\1iss Litchfield has been with us the entire four y ars and we wi h
to express our gratitude for all that she has done for us.
1i s
evens also has helped us and encouraged the girls in athletics. :Mr.
Small, although he has only been with us one term, has taken a great
interest in the school and encouraged us in our daily work.
This concludes the history of the class of 1916. . ow we are to
separate and go out into the cold world where \\ e shall make a history of our own life. Let us not forget the lessons we have learned
11
at carboro High chool and also keep in mind our motto: Truth
\Vithout Fear."

HO\V I l\1ADE A 1 D :MARKI-..TED 1Y CROP.
Richard Libby.
(Prize I~ssay, U. oflVI.Agriculture Club, 1915.)
\'/hen the opportunity to join the Potato Club in this town presented itself, the fall plowing was all done, so that my selection of
ground was practically confined to the land alr ·ady turned O\ cr.
This gave me a choice of a light sandy loam on a southern slope, or
a hea\ y clay loam on flat, level ground.
Of the two, I selected the lighter soil," ith the b •ttcr drainage the
slope afford d. This land was in grain th year before, and previous to that had been cutting a small crop of ha) for a long time.
During the winter 1 arranged to secure what seed l wanted from
the l\1aine State Experiment Station, the same to be of the Gr en
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l\1ountnin variety, from their heavy') ielding crop of last year, but
in the spriug, when powdery sr.ih had de\ eloped in se\ eral localities, the Experiment Station authorities decided not to distribute
this seed for planting, for fear of a possible spread of the di case
through stock which had not been under observation.
This wa
a disappointment, but I purchased what I needed of the Lowell's of
Gardiner, and in due season had them stowed away awaiting time to
plant. I "as anxious to make this crop a success, if possible, so I
tried not to neglect any of the instructions issued by the State
Leader.
The plot was harrowed, and harrowed, and then harrowed some
more, using spike-tooth, spring-tooth, and disk, until it was as deep
and fine as it seemed possible to make it.
l\1eantime I had gh en the seed stock the formation treatment to
insur the crop .tgainst scab, and had spread the tubers out in the
loft to dry and green. Also I had mixed my fertilizer from purchas d chemicals, using nitrate of soda, dried blood, acid phosphate,
and muriate of potash, all combining to make a 4-8-10 mixture.
\Vhen planting time arrived, which with me was May 23rd, the
whol crew turned out to help, o that the rows were opened, fertilizer distributed, seed cut, and dropped, a'Ild rO\\S covered in a
'cry short time, there being someone on each portion of the job
from the time the team started to open the first row.
As soon as the plant appeared all along the rows, I ran the weeder
over them and distributed another lot of fertilizer along the sides of
the plants, covering them all up again at once with the horsehoe.
The operation of the weeder looked like pretty rough treatment, but
it was immediately following this that things commenced to grow as
if they meant business. In the two applications of fertilizer I applied at the rate of twenty-eight hundred pounds to the acre, half at
time of planting, and balance when weeder was used. Thi ground
will be seeded down without further fertilizer, enough being left in
the soil after the potato crop is removed.
The cultivator was used three time , as was also the horse-hoe.
These tools would have been used once or twice more, but the tops
grew o large and o completely filled the rows, that at the last hoeing the horses trampled the vines badly.
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Starting] ul) 5th, the vine were pray d six times at intervals of
a few day , '' ith Borel 'aux l\1 ixtur , with Paris Green added when
nece~ ary to top a ne\\ brood of bugs, with the result that the crop
was fr e from rot.
The top eli d do\\n about S pt. 15th, aided, I think, by a light
fro t. and as oon as other work would allm\, I pulled the tops and
mo' ed them clear of the rows, to give the digger a free chance to
work. Then I got up early on morninrr, got my chor done
around the barn, and struck out to get th ·m dug before sehool time.
\\hen the digger started through the fir t row and the potato s
commenced to roll out behind, they looked o good 1 had hard work
to k ep my ey ahead to keep Ill) hor es going straight. They had
a good chance to dry out during th forenoon while I was at school,
and in the afternoon 1 picked them up and hauled them to the barn,
where I let th m remain until th y could be weighed and transferred
to the cellar.
The result of w ighing gave me a yield of thirty-eight and threefourths bu. hels, of which but t\\ o bushel were clas ed as small potatoes. 1 he balance, marketable potato s, amounting to thirtysix and thre -fourths bushels, arc very even in size, practically all
being of medium or average wei ht. There were no unu ually large
tubers in th piece, and but the two bushels of small ones.
As for marketing, I am able to put my crop aboard our team
going to market every few days, and secure the retail price, with
ometimes a premium for a bushel of grad d stock. Of cour c this
takes care of this small crop all right, but I think a larger crop could
be dispos d of in the same manner, if one were willing to locate the
market whi h there surely is, that is willing to pay good prices for
good sto k.

CLASS PROPHECY.
Elinor Frances Harmotz.
One day, not long ago, as I wa looking over the advertisements
in the daily paper I noticed the following:
l\1ADA1\1E I\1cl TAl\IARA

Palmist and Cryslcll Reader
Tells the Past, Present and Future.
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.. Tow, as a rule, I do not believe in fortune tellers, hut I must confess that this interested me greatly, for I longed to know, not only
the future of myself, but that of my classmates. So, at the earliest
opportunity, I called at her office and made known my desire.
After a few minutes of steady gazing into the crystal, sh said, ''I
ee a large stage, decorated with loads of flowers, before which sit
many people.
row a lady come out and sings, Oh, so beautifully,
and the audience is thrilled." Immediately I knew that this could
he none other than my classmate Ruth E. ] ohnson. I asked ~la
damc about the fortune of the singer and she told me that the prima
donna had worked very hard and as a result was meeting with the
he t of success.
Then again she looked into the crystal and this time said "Africa,
So. Africa. I see a man teaching lots of little savages to perform
before a moving picture machine.
They don't seem to understand
and now he is performing in order to teach them. The youngster
call him 'l\1assa Raymond Sargent.' " Then she went on to say
that this man was graduated from carboro High chool in 1916,
had done much creditable work in the Art line, but lately had taken
up the 1otion Picture Industry because it made him think of the
good old days when he and his friend Ernest Libby had sketched
just such things.
The next place she saw was a neat little bungalow, on the border
of a lake, with a nice looking lady on the piazza. She was dreamily
listening to the Russell of the leaves and anxiously watching her
husband coming along by the side of the water. From ~1adame's
description I knew this to be our good-natured classmate, Edna
Purchase.
(fext Madame told me that she saw a large farm, the owner of
which was Richard l\1.. Libby, who had been graduated from the
l\lain State College, with all available honors. She said that at the
present moment l\1r. Libby was helping a very stout lady into an
automobile.
he knew this lady must be his wife because he so
patiently obeyed the orders which she distinctly gave him.
The fourth scene was a pretty house in \Vest Scarboro, l\1e. This
was the home of a lady, who was very active in church affairs, also a
prominent member of the Grange. Madame said that this lady
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th n gi' ing h('r hu hand some a i tance in th Architectural
lin . I knew thi person to he yellie Hudson, for who hut she," ith
her kno\\ ledg of g omctry, could be able to give an) one advice in
such a case.
Then she told me of a large market where gr ·en produce was old,
which had be ·n rais don the owner's farm. Sh also said that the
owner did not do much bodily work but spPnt nearly all of his time
making'' ill . I, of cour.. e, knew this to IJl Herbert \Ycntworth, a
he ''a e p dally proficient in the last named 'ocation.
La tly 1 que tioned :Madame of my own future. Sh laughed and
aid that sh a\\ a woman, strolling along the cem nt walk toward
Oak Hill," ith a dilapidated umbrella under her arm, which looked
as if it had b en her constant companion for many ) ears.
\Va

FARE\VELL.
Dear fri nd at ·carbon> High
\\Te hat to say good-by.
Happy hours we', e spent,
And now we do regret
To leave our schoolmat true,
And the kind teacher , too.
Oh, idle moments spent,
'Tis too late to repent.
The da) s were full of care,
The night fell unaware.
~ chool-days are happy day ,
Oh, do ) our be t; it pa) .
Farewell; 'tis oft n heard
From tho e who have to part.
'Tis but a plea ant word
Yet pring not from the heart.
Edna Purcha e.
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TO ST DEl TTS.

Ra'ymond Sargent.

Four) C'.trs haYe c me and gone and now the Class of 1916 is about
to lC'a\ c::> Scarboro B igh ·hool. \\7e realizC' that we have not made
our entirC' "ork pc::>rfect, but we have tried to leave behind us the
men or} of C\ erlJ.sting friendship and lo} alty to our belo,·ed school.
Juniors, about to b come Seniors, \'.e \\ ould especially recommend to your class what "e have discovered to be true and kindly
ad vic , "In union there is strength." \\'hat ever the majority decide, do not allow an individual pr ference to influence you. \Vork
for the best good of your clas and of carboro High. Yours is the
chance to make or mar the chool. To you as the graduating class
of next year the honors will fall. And above all, remember the privileges granted you and extend a helping hand to the classes below
you. That you will do this we feel sure, and thus we willingly grant
to you our places.
, ophomores, your class is small but what you lack in quantity you
must make up in quality. That your class is assured of popularity
certainly is true, for every new student this year has joined your
class even in preference to ours. Come forward, do not stand in
the background. Prove that 14 precious articles are enclosed in
sma11 packages.''
Freshmen, "Strike, while the iron is heated," and above all keep
the one girl you have in your class. . he must have learned to enjoy your company-one girl among twenty-four boys. You have
proven an ideal class. In scholarship and athletics we have been
proud of 1919. In welcoming you we say "Stand by the red and
white and the red and white will repay you."
lassmates, I could not be serious when talking to you even if I
desired. In the spirit of friendship accept these personal mentions
and if I knock you rather hard, remember that once I had started
knocking it was easier to knock than to say good-bye.
Richard 1elville Libby ("Dick.")
Yours has been a remarkable career. Leader of our class for
three years, Editor of the "FOUR CORNERS" in 1916, member of
the Corn Club and prospective freshman of the niversity of l\1aine.
ntil your last year in high school you were very quiet, but once you
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had d t rmincd to ent r politics there wa no k eping you away
from t lw heriff' home. If you \\ant to cc Libby go to .I\1 i Libby' room at 8.30 or 4 o'clock.
Ruth Elizabeth John on ("Rufus.")
\\Te predict for you a mu ical care r. But how fickle you are!
Haven't )OU had a new fellm\ e\ery )Car, or i it two a )Car? Pleas
u e your 'cry h t influence with a certain member of the ] unior
Class, for Red i certainly startling som tim . Your fondnc s for
poets se ms at present to b' confined to ,()\iVER. \Ve wonder
why. Is he a late composer?
Elinor France Harmon ("Elinor.'')
Pre ident of the class of 1916. Yours ha been a great re ponsibility, and has nece itatcd the display of yovr tongue several times.
If you were really as interested in the fort uncs of a certain member
of the ] unior class as ) ou would ha' e the Juniors think, we feel sure
that you would more attend the baseball game . Can you explain?
Flora Ellen Bud on ('' Tellie.")
Your r cord in basketball and scholar hip has been unexcelled.
Too man) times has your name b non the honor roll. Carpentering seems to be ) our latest 'ocation when not learning to drive
Fords. Your ambition and courage in face of great difficulties has,
however, been the admiration of us all.
Frank Herb rt \\'entworth ("Doc.")
You arc truly a sport! Thi was demonstrated in the Yarmouth
Academ) game when, with two men out and two strikes you forgot
yourself and knocked the ball o hard that you not only cored the
other two men but got home yourself. Your preference for Portland company is, howe\ cr, not at all approved hy your cla smate .
\Vhcre were you the night of the 1 Torth Scarboro drama, and what
is Anna's last nam ? Did you find this out?
Erne t J. Lihl y. ("Ern.")
You surely have shown that you have good sense b) joining the
class of 1916 for a post-graduate cour e. \\.hat will the chool do
without you another year, or better still, what will you do without
the school? \\ ho will lead the orchestra? And who can get up an
entertainment on one day's notice? Popular boy and ladies' man,
we wish you the best of luck.
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CLASS POEM- True Fri nds."
Edna E. Purchase.
11

Oh! the \\Orld i wid , and the world is fair,
A beautiful place in which to Ji,·e,
But there's nothing so sweet encountered there,
As the heart of a true friend can give.

If the pitiless profit for which men strive,
Has often denied its share to you,
Why, get up and thank the Lord you're alive,
And have som friends that are true.
If the sun is clouded, and the skies loom gray,
And there's nothing left to do,
7
\ \ hy that is the time to steal away,
To the heart of a friend that's true.
If the brain is steady, the heart all stout,
And ready to dare and do,
\\Thy that is the time to hasten out
And confer with a friend that's true.
Oh, the world is fair and the world is broad,
And friends are all too few,
But the sweetest blessing earth can afford,
Is the faith of a friend that's true.
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CLASS ODE.
Tu11e-"Absent,"

~~fetcalf.

Ruth Evelyn Johnson.
Clas mate , to-night our chool da) s free arc o'er,
Bright happ) da) s, fond mem<>r) ''ill stor ,
Lo,ed school, our fcnent praise ~hall rise to thee,
Our thoughts hall trca urc and gladly cling to the
"Truth without I• ear," our motto e'er shall be,
A boldly we sail on life' unknown s a.
Trusting in God our ~1akcr, Friend and Guide,
Fearless and hopeful whatc' r may betide.
lassmate , to-night our work together ends,
But ever true whate'cr the future sends,
For we have learned in days of happy) outh
He shall he' ictor who\\ ith himself keeps truth.

\VILL OI· THE CLA

OF 1916.

Frank IIerbert RTentworth.
Be It Remembered, that we, the class of 1916, about to receive our
diplomas, of various ages but qualified in reason, in the County of
Cumberland, in the State of Maine, being of sound mind and pleasing dispositions, but knowing the uncertainty of this life, and the
sternness of the teachers do make this our last will and testament.
After the payment of our just debts, funeral charges and expcn e
of administration, w dispose of our estate as follows:
First: vVe direct our executor, hereinafter named, to pay from our
estate any and all inheritance taxes which may be found due by or
under any bequest or devise under this will, meaning and intending
that each legacy or devise, except residuary, shall be free from any
inheritance tax.
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Second: \'"/e do herein nominate and appoint as executor of our
will Carl Howard Carter, President of the Clas of 1917, and we do
order and direct him to cheerfully comply ''it h the following b ~
quests and to perform his duties in a slow and careful manner, and
in consideration of the parts which he has so kindly taken in the
Senior dramas we hereby request that the said executor be exempt
from furnishing bonds.
Third: \\~e do give and bequeath the back seats in room A, our
books with all the artistic decorations, quaint sayings, torn leaves
and cartoon drawings of some of our members, to tho e students of
the lower classes who are foolish or conceited enough to think that
they can do justice to the ability of those to whom they were bequeathed b) the dass of 1915.
Fourth: \Ve do herein direct that the Junior Class be allowed the
privilege of singing and decorating at our funeral, commonly known
as the Senior Graduation.
Fifth: \Ve do gi,·e and bequeath to Ruth Bowley and 1ildred
Richardson the admiration for male members outside the school
formerly belonging to Ruth Johnson and Edna Purchase.
Sixth; To l\1i11ard Gower and Carl Carter we bequeath the privilege of blocking the doors of room C formerly controlled by the
Senior boys.
Seventh: \Vc do bequeath all chewing gum and other eatables
belonging to our beloved cia smates to the following members of the
lower classes:
Ben Higgins, Dan Carter, Vida Higgins, Helen
Carter and Gladys \\'iJJman.
Eighth: \\·e do gi\ e and bequeath to Jo hua Libby and Almon
Young the chalk boxes and brooms sometimes used by Ernest and
Richard Libby.
l\Tinth: To the dass of 1920 we bequeath the new bulletin board,
the compartments in the chemistry table, denied the class of 1916,
and the desks prom is d our girls but gh en the primary children.
Tenth; \\'e do give and bequeath the automobile belonging to
. . Tellie Hudson and operated by Earl Leary to her bcloYed ister
~1ildred Hudson.
Eleventh: \\~e do give and bequeath Elinor Harmon's right to
slam doors and distribute information, to Clara eavey.
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Tu.1eljth: To Dorothy Googins and Elden 1errill we tearfully bequeath the places on the honor roll form rly occupied by the names
of the Seniors.
Thirteenth: To Adelaide Temm, \~~ilfred Berry, Fuller 1\Ierry and
Rudolph we bequeath the farthest portions of Scarboro, formerly
belonging to Ray argent and Elinor I Iarmon.
Fourteenth and Lastly: \\Te bequeath to our up rintendent and
teachers the privilege of keeping school from 8.30 to 2 o'clock, provided said law does not take effect until June 17th, 1916.
I T TESTil\10 .. TY \\THERJ:.OF, we hereunto set our hand and
seal, and declare this to be our last \\Till and Testament, this first
day of june in the year one thousand nine hundr d and sixteen.
Class of 1916.
Signed, scaled, published and declared by the above named class
as their last will and testament in the pre encc of us, who, at their
request, in their presence, and in the presence of each other, hereto
subscribe our names as witnesses thereto, on this first day of June,
A.D. 1916.
\\Titnesses:
DA A CHARLES,
LA\iVRE1 E HARLE '
HO\\TARD DYER.
Approved and Allowed,
VEO F. Sl\IIAI..L, Principal.
T
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"SCHOOL DAY ."
1-..linor F. Ilarmo1Z.
weet June has come with all her joyous tokens,
Dear classmates, all, she brings our parting day,
~ow we must bid farewell to Scarboro High School,
And each one go upon his separate way.
Four happy years we've wandered here together,
Each one filled with memories most dear;
But now we part, for silent time with swiftne s
Has borne away our happy school days here .
Tow is the time when we must say farewell,
Honor and glory we hav always ought;
Yet at the tim when we must part for ·ver,
There come to us the saddest kind of thought.
.t

Though clouds should come with bitter disappointment,
1ay we each strive life's burden well to bear,
Knowing that clouds all have a silver lining,
Let us be thoughtful, kind and earnest here.
V1/ith "Trutlz without Fear" ever for our motto
\Ve'll toil though cloud may sometim o'er u lower,
And seek the best the future spreads before us,
Striving to honor the high school evermore.
A last farew II, to thos · so fondly loved;
choolmates and teachers ever kindly true,
For they with care and tender watchful guid,mce
Have tried to make us pure and noble, too.
Faithful in duties, shedding lo\ e and sun hine,
Trusting to God our future guidanc long
And sad as parting, happy be the meeting
\ \7hen we shall join the glorious angel throng.
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OU TRY HIGH

CHOOL.

The country high school of the present day has four important
problems and appeals to face: first comes the remaining apathy of
the past generation; second, is the appeal to understand the duties
of capable and responsible citizens from the boys and girls who must
remain on the home farm after a short school period; third, come~
the desire to be fitted for some business position from those who cannot study higher and who do not wish to go back to the farm; and
fourth, is the development of scholars and leader to go into the
higher institutions of learning--such as the normal school, college
and university.
The fir t problem is not so difficult to me t a it wa a few ) ears
ago. For the past century there has b en a steady stream of the
b t of our young men into positions of tru t and leadership in
business, law, medicine, the church, and the intellectual field. The
girls went too, for the men returned for them. l\1cn who had ingrained in them those sterling qualities nece sary to succcs , from
the rocky farms of 1aine arc found in high positions in e\ ery state
in the Union. The unambitious, the dull, and the unfortunate
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largely remained behind on the farm. Then the factories claimed
the best of these. There ult is easily seen in many rural communities,-fine old mansions and homesteads, built by a race of people
who cleared the land and pro pered, in a state of decay, dilapidated
churches and abandoned schools. \Vith thi decay in surroundings
there came a decline in educational ambition. l\1an~ sections remained dormant or nearly dead for ye r . But within the past h\ o
decades there has been a pronounced change. The country schools
have been re-established.
1any of the hrighte t and he t of the
young people are going to school near home and are returning to the
farm when their education is completed. Then, too, through the
efforts of the 1aine tate Agricultural College practically e' cry
farmer has been enabled to realize the value of c:tn education, by
which he can learn how to apply the helpful results of cientific investigation to farming.
1uch of the suspicion toward the High
chool has been eliminated but in some section there till remains
a strong apathy towards it. The only way that this f cling can be
broken down is by concerted action from e' ery reprc cntati\ e of
the high schools and by every person interested in it, all of whom
should speak a good word for it every opportunity that is open.
Then, too, if these see an} thing wrong'' ith the school or anything
which can be improved, let them go to the school authorities \\ith
their constructive criticism. The High School itself can do its part
by answering the need of the tudent~ \\ ithin it rea h.
If the rural high school can fit the boys and girl , who mu t return
to the farm without higher education, for the dutie and respon ibilities of an American citizen, it i a uccc s. These children come
to the chool for four ~ears, study some al ebra, a little geometry, a
bit of history, perhaps a foreign language or two, learn how to write
letters and to punctuate cs ay , and then go out to buffet the wide
world. During that time they try to learn to think dearl) and
logically, to pend some time in mental recreation c er~ day, and to
inculcate in them elves ome of the moral and religious dutie of a
cattzcn. Besides this they hope to get an inkling of the occupation
in which they will spend their lives, namely, Agriculture, and the
rudiment of ciencc as related to it. The curriculum of the a\ erctge
rural high school is too crm ·ded to permit such a courbe. In order
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that a student's education be of definit value he must choose wi ely. There is much "hich he would like to take but for which he
do not ha\ e th time.
e\ ral leading educators ha\ e advocated
that a few branche might be hortened and combined, lea\ ing time
for other studie . The time thus gained in the rural school, th y
a), can be profitabl) used for interesting and valuable courses in
Agriculture taught by a comp tent in tructor. In this way the
vocational ideal "hich is emphasized in the city chools will b
realized in the rural high school and adapted to it.
I· or the student'' ho cannot stud) higher but'' ho wishes to enter
busine s, mu h of "hat has just been said can he appli d here.
Instead of agriculture and its allied studies, t) pe\\ riting, bookkeeping, commercial arithmetic and geo raphy can be taught. l'nder
killed instructors there is no reason why the country student cannot
compete on C\· n term \\ ith his city cou in.
The rural high school has, perhaps, an ev n greater duty than to
train the average citizen. That is to de\ clop the future leaders of
our country and to send them to higher institution of learning. It
is true that many men with a limited education have risen to prominent positions in our government and busine s life. However a
do e inve tigation
shO\\ that the h.trgcr part of our leading men
have been trained in college or university. 1 he great business men
of to-day Sa) that there are tnorc high po itions open than there are
men fitted to fill them. \Vhen a college education is open to C\ crybody, e\ en to those with very slender means, because of the scholarships offered to descn ing students and the opportunities for working the way through, it is the duty of the country high school to fit
it boy and girl -tho e young people who know how to work hard
and who from their out-door life on the farm ha\ e the phy ical endurance and fitness~for college or the university. And while fitting them, it hould stimulate them to further cndea\ ors in the educational field. It should how them that a coli ge life opens new
fields of thought which would have remained entirely undi covered
unl
the student "ere e pecially fitted by nature or fortune; that
the colle e man can master intricate profe ions and kno\\ their underlying principles.
"If he is a farmer he will know the chemistry,
biology and geology that underlie farming. If h is a business man

''ill
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------------------------------------------------------h will know the conomic laws on \\ hich bu ines re ts. If he
trav Is he will know omcthing of the language, lit rature, history,
institutions, art and a piration of the countries he 'i i . Besides
this, the colle e man is the greatc t and happic t man because he
has a life-work-not merely d." ork and a life, one the" a) by which
he earns hi money and the other the \\ay in \\hich he sp nds it,but h find his work o big ctnd interesting and u eful that he\\ ould
much rather b doing it than not, C\ en if he \\ere not paid for it.
That is UlC glory of the great professions, the law, the ministry,
teaching, medicine,-they gi\ e a man his Life-\Vork.
This is
why the high school should endeaYor to stimulate its students to
enter college, so that they \\ill find their Life-\York, \\Ork for which
they will be fitted and in which they will be happiest.
Scarboro High School has before it its ideal -to meet the needs of
its students who mu t go to work as soon a their high chool course
is O\er; and to stimulate the be t of its youth to enter some college
or university and to help them find their Life-\York. It is striving
hard to attain this ideal and de ire your earnest co-operation and
inter st.
Veo F. Small.

*

*Adapted from "\\'ork, Life, and a Life-\Vork," by \Villiam De\Vitt Hyde, president of Bowdoin College.

\\'e are now enjO) ing the happiest days of our life, school days.
There are things in store for us which may eem difficult at fir t, but
when we get right down to\\ ork and prepLtre our le ons e\ Cr) da),
we find it is mere play in the end. Some people say they ha\ e lots
of fun at school, we hope thi i so; but if our lc ons are prepared,
\\ e find that we ha\ c had a better time than if they were not prepared. \Vhile our cour e at high chool lasts only four ) ears, thi
look a long way off in the beginning, but after we ha'\ centered and
become acquainted with the system of the chool, met our new
friends and da sm..tte , and joined in the activitie , we find that
four years will slip away quickly. \\'hile we are here let u work to
bring our school up to the highe t standard po sible. Let us all
show school spirit and take part in all activitie. ; all go to the ball
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g mes, both b eball and basketball. This is what makes the
team feel like work if it never did before. Let us all do our best,
and work to win whatever we attempt.
\~'hen \iVilbur Fisk became in 1825 the first principal of \iViliJra-

ham Academy, a chool which has given our nation many of its
greatest thinkers, he outlined his conception of the scope of ed ucation. The course of educe: tion, he said, should be such as to (1) produce habits of intellectual labor and clo e thinking; (2) discipline the
mind to a lo\ e and practice of method in a diligent and profitable
impro\ ement of time; (3) preserve health; (4) habituate the body
and familiarize the mind to bodily exercise; and (5) guard the morals
and lead to virtue and religion.
In the early history of our country the church a sumed the largest
share of the responsibility for the development of the young toward
the goals outlined by \Yilbur Fisk. In the nineteenth century the
burden has gradually shifted to the school. \Vhile the church still
embraces and seeks to develop the highest qualities in the moral and
religious sides of our natures, the school has displaced it in the actual
contact with the pupil and his direct de' elopment. From the constant striving toward intellectual goals the emphasis swung to the
extreme physical prowe s. Lately there has been a reaction, which
has brought about a proper balance between the time de ·oted to
intellectual pursuits and the time for physical activities
Much of this proper relation has been due to a third influence,namely, the home influence of the scholars. Of the three great factors in the life of every child in America the church, the school, the
home-the latter has only recently been recognized as tremendously
vital and potent. 1\lloreover, the necessity of a closer fellowship between the parent of the scholar and the teacher has also grown to he
more and more obvious in the pre ent century. The school can
direct and lead the scholars to a high level of intellectual attainment and moral development, but unles the parents back up the
work of the school by their careful co-operation, supervision and
help, the work of the school suffers a seriou check. 1t is my belief
that the parents cannot be sure of themselves and their co-operation
unless they know from first-hand acquaintance and observation
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the men and women who arc teaching their sons and daughters, and
the standard of work accomplished in the high school.
During the past two months not a single parent has 'isited the
Scarboro High School. It is granted that the tra\ elling has been
bad and the spring work heavy. But the teachers would have
greatly appreciated the int rest shown in the school if the parents
had only come to see the wa) \\e do our work and the standard of
our recitations. There are many que tions \\ hich the teachers
would like to ask the parents of each J upil, such as, "How much
time does your son or daughter spend on the school work at home?
(The amount of work done in our school requires much home preparation.) Does he have regular time devoted each day for study, in
which he is suppo eel to study and in which he will be undisturbed?
Docs he have regular hours for sleep and play and bodily exercise
other than the chores and work around the farm and home? Is all
of his spare time after school taken up with work so that he has no
time for play? (Going to school is not play: it is work and the hardest kind of work.) Docs he have definite outside responsibilities?
\\That are his hobbies and outside interests?" and so on.
Surely the parents of each boy and girl in the Scarboro High
School must have many questions, in their turn, to ask the principal
and teachers. They surely have their own ideas and suggestions
concerning the high school, its curriculum, and its management.
The parents and others outside the chool ee and hear many things
which are necessarily hidden from the teachers and those in charge
and which should be eliminated or raised to a higher standard. The
teachers would appreciate any criticism , helpful or ad,·erse, l\1ADE
TO THEl\1. They desire a better acquaintance with the parents
and friends of the scholars in our High chool, so that both can work
toward the goals given us by \Vilbur Fisk.
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(Cia s of 1916)

''Truth Ti'·ithout Fear."
1\1iss J- '16, has recently di co,ered that Gower '17, was a contemporary of Chaucer. (Rather li' ely for an old man!)
\\·anted: An ca i r method to do (.J omctry.
\\ill b liberally rewarded.
\Vanted:
girl for R. S. '16.
low shoe preferred.

The discoverer

One who w~ar \\hit~ spats and

Strann-e thing are concealed behind innocent appearing exteriors.-.. '". H. '16.
JIC'ard during "enior Hi tory: "Quine) Adams awyer was the
sixth President of th Pnited States." "The greate t battle in the
Civil \\·ar wa bet\\ ecn l\1ajor Anderson and General Grant.'' "Gettysbur i in rorth ( arolina." "The 1unro Doctrine decided
whether or not liquor. hall be sold north of the parallel of 36° 30'"
"Lafayette wa. an American statesman who made the Ostend 1\llanifesto."
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The Senior Class will certdinly d ire to vi it rcw York City upon
completing their High School Course, if they have paid proper attention to the description of said place given them by their principal.
R. ] . '16, was humming the song, "If You C'an 't Get a Girl in the
Summ r Time," when suddenly a high pitched voic was heard to
s, y, "1 hat song isn't true. R. ( ... got Edna on the icc."
Sargent's our hero, so handsome and tall,
Elinor and Edna are just girls, that's all.
.. •elli · is with us, but her mind you must know
Is wandering to Fords that don't go too slow.
Once a week Ruth sings with us an hour,
Richard speaks up and says, "Keep ) our eyes off Gower."
Could we forget Herbert, well 1 should say no,
Lea\ him with the oxen, which then won't go slow.
All of our classmates, as you must agree,
hould get by with the average,
So take that from me.
\'Vhy does 1iss H. run out her tongue when called on to recite.?
Habit is ten times nature, but we think the cause is both .
H. '16, asked Gower if he were a descendant of john Gower.
"Yes," he replied. "I am, n ancestor of his."
... r.

Last fall 1\1iss Purchase was gazing fixedly out of the window.
\Vhen asked what drew her attention she said, "I am looking at the
pretty flowers." A wise Fre hman spoke up and said, "Oh! no.
Flowers have gone by now, you must be listening to the Ru sell of
the leaves."
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"By our ow11 efforts we lzope to rise."

Ha\ c you heard the bugle call?
Juniors now in line do fall,
Hear the .logan, best of all, "On to \Vashington!"
You \\ill go on plea ure b>nt,
On knowledge too, ) ou 'II go intent,
In future you'll be glad you went,"On to \\·a hington!"
Gower '1i. i \\riting a hook on ''Amu ing the Children."
ought to take\\ ell bee lllse it" ill contain all the late t method .
Re oh ed: That ~lcrry i n't awfully, awfully ba hful.
"The Deacon' Second \\·ire."

It

Proof:

thing like the i ht of a dog make my heart go pit-a-pat.Hig in 'ti.
• 11)

Common query at baseball, "\\.ho' up and who eon deck?''

Back Row : E Libby, Merrill, Johnson, C. Carter and D. Carter
Front Row: D. Charles, Wentworth, L. Charles, Dyer and Higgins

BASEBALL TEAM. 1916
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:M ildred R. is a favorite among her class,
Ruth comes riding with whoever may pass.
Adelaide strives hard her lessons to prepare,
Gladys comes in with never a care.
l\1ildred H. is here and not alone you can bet,
Vida, her chum, is still with her yet.
Dorothy is the one who is not out of sorts,
Ben is short, but he's one of the sports.
Reddy is the actor of us all,
Carl is the President, strong and tall.
Fuller is here and is never late,
Berry is quiet and very sedate.

J
U
T

I
0
R
S

is for jolly great times have we had,
is for useful, all teachers declared.
for noises heard at recess,
for the interest to make a success.
for others who have helped us our class,
for Reddy, whom none can surpass.
for Seniors, next year, if we pass.

The past participle agrees with the subject when it is the direct
object.-l\1. H. '17, French II.
The person to whom the property is let is called a tenement.C. . '17.
Legal tender is gold dollars and yellow bellys.-P. H. '17.
"I am a little girl," I often hear folks holler,
That if I don't grow pretty soon, I shall be no taller;
But if I should lengthen out, instead of wider grow,
I'd surprise myself, and others, they'd holler then, "Go slow."
V. H. '17.
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FAVORITE so TG~.
" ailing on the St. Lawrence."--R. B.
"Down on the Farm."--l\1. R.
"\;Vhere i my \Vandering Boy?"-A. T.
"l"'nod·-\\'ood."-G. \V.
"I l.o\ e a 'H ud' (son). "-!\1. H.
"I'm so Ernest."- V. H.
"The Little \\.hite Hou eon the Hili."-C. C.
"I Didn't Rai e my Boy to be a Soldi ~r.''-D. G.
"I'm a 'Gol-derned' Sport."-P. H.
"l\1y :.eorgia Ro e." \\'. B.
"I Love the Ladies." F. l\1.
"Along Came Ruth."-l\1. G.
B for the boy who hits the ball,
A for the athlete, short or tall.
for the songs which all sing.
E for effort to use his wing.
B for the base which many lide,
A for "a sists" accepted with pride.
L is for the lineup, a fine-looking sight,
L is also for love of the dear red and white.
Boston is the city which has the Red Sox for its team. It is also
noted in other ways, but I have forgotten them.-English I I I.
B
A
S
K
E
T

is the ball which docs the deed,
for action which this sport needs.
for the sp ctator who see the game,
for the knocks which mak us all lame.
for the errors which everyone makes,
for the totals, great skill do sit take.

B
A
L
L

for the basket for which we all strive,
is for anxious when the game is alive.
is the life, when the score i a tie,
is also for loyalty which dwells in Scarboro High.
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"Quality not Quantit)•."
B i for Baker, an artist, by name,
C is 1\iiss Carter, a musical dame.
F is lVIiss Fogg, a lassie of joy,
C is also Carter, a bright jolly boy.
K is 1iss King, a girlie that's new,
L is Miss Lincoln, a scholar so true.
Sis l\1iss eavey, a lassie of '18, too.
l\1r. S-: "\Vho uses unnecessary words?"
Carter: "The dictionary."
Strange, isn't it, that Miss Karstensen blushes when Frederic the
Great is mentioned.
(Heard in Physical Geography)
"A valley is caused by having mountains or hills grow up on each
side of it."
"The diameter is the whole outside surface of the earth. The
axi is caused by going through it from end to end.''
"The l\1ississippi river begins at its source and flow down hill all
the way to its mouth."
"Hurricanes are wh n the wind blows the most."
"Tea, coffee and cocoa is obtained from a plant down outh where
it is very warm.''

"A hurrican
wind blowing in two direction and kind of forming a circle."
"Omnivorous m an tre or plants whose leaves fall in autumn."
Teachers cross,
Zeros toss,
~ tudents sad:
L ons bad,
\Vonder why-'Tis :M onday!
Teacher: "Cart r, do you think this i a restaurant?"
Carter (hearing only his name): "Yes?"
Teacher: "Go to work."
Rather noisy, looking wi e,
Feeling important, hoping to rise,
That's a Sophomore.
(Advice to Teachers)
Don't watch us, when we are eating.
2. Don't give written lessons.
3. Put the boys in the back of the room and set the girls in front.
4. Allow the whole school a recess when the baker comes.
S. Please erase the word work from your vocabulary. It
do n't ound mce.
1.

1iss Carter:

"\Vhere, oh where is my pocket-book?"
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"A chiefs among ·you taking notes and faith he'll print it."
1r. - : "The longest theme may be twenty pages."
P.L-: "How long may the shortest be?"

(Upper classman, showing visitor around): "And this is the
Freshman class."
Visitor (surveying the eager and shining little faces): " o, I sec."

(The Freshman Idea of Latin)
"Latin is a language dead,
As dead as dead can be;
It killed off all the Romans,
And now it's killing me."
Spring, Spring, beautiful pring,
:Makes us so tired we can't do a thing.
\Van ted at once: A half dozen fountain pens.
Miss L-: "\\That English word comes from duco?"
Answer: "Duck."
Teacher: "\Vhat d s romen mean?"
A bright student: "All women!"
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:Miss L- to ] - '19: ti\Vhat is the word give?"
]-(in mufiled tones): "I don't know."
:Miss L- "Ycs, dono."
\Vhy is Almon so Young?
(Famous)
Elmer and l Ierman Rounds-a part of the band.
Emerson-a poet.
Twinkle, twinkle, little A
That I got in school one day;
You must very lonesome be
\ ith your neighbors all named E•

School 1Rotes

Dec.
Dec.
l\1ar.
1ar.

1\1ar.
April

CALE DAR
13.
chool opened. vVe welcomed our new principal·
24. Basketball,
carboro vs. vVestbrook High. Score
26 to 11 inS. H. . favor.
17. The enior lass presented "The Co1lege Chap" at the
K. of P. Hall. The Annual I• air was also held on this date.
22.
. H. . girls vs. Union Gym. basketball team at outh
Portland.
core, 6 to 4 in favor of nion Gym.
3. The Junior Class presented "The Deacon's econd
\Vife" at K. of P. Hall.
1. l\1r. Page, much to the sorrow of all, goes to 1assachusetts, to teach at the Springfield Technical High
chool. The students welcome 1r. ~mall, our n ,.._.
principal, to carboro.
24. The Junior Drama was repeated at "~"orth Scarboro
for the benefit of athletics.
10. Our third term of school began and we were very glad
to welcome again our former mu ic teacher, l\1 rs. Helen
Dolley.
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?\1ay 17. Gorham High at Gorham plays Scarboro a return game
of baseball.
l\1ay 24. Cape Elizabeth plays Scarboro at Scarboro.
:M ay 27. Yarmouth High Game at Scarboro.
1ay 30. Hollis High at Scarboro. (2 games)
june 7. Standish High at Standish.
june 11. Baccalaureate Sermon at Black Point Church.
june 15. High School Graduation and Reception at K. of P.
Hall.
june 16. Grammar School Graduation.
june 17. Limington Academy at Limington.
Since the beginning of our winter term, we have, to our beloved
principal, l\1r. Page, bidden farewell. To him we owe much for hi
kind help and upbuilding of our school, but we arc very glad to extend our heartiest greetings to his succe sor, 1r. mall, our pre ent
principal, and also to l\iis 1cvins, who has b en with us since the
beginning of the year. To l\1i s Litchfield, who ha been with us
for many years, we extend our sincere regards in appreciation of the
help she has given us.
The Fa,ir and Drama, given annually by the members of the enior Class of Sca.,boro High School, was held on December seventeenth at the 1· nights of Pythias Hall, Oak Hill. The object of
this Fair and Drama was to raise money for graduation expenses and
a trip to \\'ashington. The eniors had the co-operation of all the
classes in the prettily decorated hall and the many contributions.
During the afternoon of the seventeenth many people found an
opportunity to purchase articles from a tempting variety; delicious
home-made candies, dainty fancy work, and the more useful aprons.
A rich array of pre erved fruits added by its receipts to the fund
raised. A pleasing variet~ of baby dolls, dre sed by the girls of the
school, found a ready sale. Chances were taken on the doll, the gift
of the Freshman class, which was later awarded to Percy Gower of
Pond Cove Farm. The high school pillow, on ''hich was our school
initials 41S. H. .," ''as awarded to Russell Gower. The Drama.
"The College Chap", was presented in the evening to a crowded
house, by the Seniors. The cast was as follows: Dave Crane, the
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college chap, Ernest Libby; Samuel Crane, proprietor Occidental
Hotel, Carl Carter; tarr lay, promoter of J. I. C. trolley line,
Clifton Page; rt \\'impel, clerk Occidental Hotel, Herbert \Ventworth; Elijah ;ooding, \·illage product, Ray Sarg nt; eth Hines,
just as tired, Richard Libby; John Drew Irving, traveling alcsman,
1illard Gower; \Viii cllum, travelinr salesman, Richard Libby;
Bart Eaton, factotum of the "Clarion", Ray Sargent; Bill, a bell
boy, Elden l\1errill; Gorge, another bell-boy, Dan Carter; ally
Crane, in love with Art, Elinor Harmon; !\1 rs. Jane Crane, the
mother, Ruth Johnson; 1adge Clay, the girl, Nellie Hudson; Gertie
Flye, newstand girl, Edna Purchase; l\1rs. 1ortimer Jones-Brown,
a progressive woman, Viola 1evens; l\1rs. Hezekiah Jenks, of the
Chester Culture Club, Clara Seavey; l\1iss l\1argaret Seymour, secretary of the ~hester Culture Club, Edna Purchase.
The Drama was produced with honors to the cast, and everyone
was pleased with the presentation. After the drama, the assembled
crowd danced. Icc cream was served by the Junior class. It was
a financial, as well as a dramatical success, as about fifty dollars was
cleared, which went to the Seniors.
\Ve have enjoyed several lectures this year, among the speakers
being Judge Reynolds, l\1r. Clifford Libby, I\1r. Barber and l\1r.
Colby. All were very interesting and brought to the students many
valuable suggestions and information.
THE DEACO PS SECO TD \\1IFE.
(By a Freshman.)
On Friday evening, I\1arch third, the Junior Class presented .the
comedy, ''The Deacon's Second \Vife," to a large audience at the
Knights of Pythias' Hall, Oak Hill. For amateurs the play was
very well produced and enthusiastically received. The class cleared
about thirty dollars, which they gave to the High School paper,
"The Four Corners."
lot only did they clean up a back debt, but
they also netted a large sum toward the expenses of the current
issue.
The theme of the play is this:-The Deacon's wife, I\1alviny, is
called to Boston to visit her sister. \Vhil she is away the Deacon's niece, Kate, comes from 1 ew York to sp nd her vacation on
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the farm. As she is showing the Deacon's children how she took
part in amateur theatricals she is surprised by the entrance of a
family of city people, who ar seekina a place to spend the summer.
l,...atc immediately assumes the role of the Deacon's econd \Vife,
a:.nd takes charge of the farmhouse. In cons qucnce of thi many
interesting episod s enli\ en the action of the play. The climax is
reached when lVIalviny returns and finds the de pi cd "summer
trash" in her house. The play ends, as so many others, by Kate
falling in love with \\'rench, the chauffeur,-and they lived happy
ever after.
The cast was as follows: The Deacon Barachias Fitz, Millard
Gower; .. 1alviny, the Deacon's First \Vife, 1 ildred Richardson;
1 Taney, the Deacon's young daughter, Vida Higgins;
1ilton George
\Vashington Fitz, the son, Paul Higgins; rate Rollins, the econd
\Vife, Dorothy Googin ;
1r. John Bullock, \Vall treet broker,
Carl Carter; l\1rs. Bullock, his wife, Gladys \Villman; Dorothy Bullock, the daughter, !\1ildred Hudson; Hartley Bullock, the son, \Viifred Berry; Ernest \Vrench, the chauffeur, Fuller 1erry; Philip
C~amboge, an artist and Dorothy's friend, Elden l\1errill.
On l\1arch twenty-fourth the cast went to 1orth carboro and
presented the play in the Grange HaiL In spite of the stormy night
and hard traveling there was a fair-sized audience. A large number of the other cholar showed great school spirit by supporting
the Juniors by their pre ence. A small sum was netted which the
class donated to the High School Athletic Association, for the expenses of the baseball team. At this time the production was much
more finished and earned the many encouraging compliments.
In the cast the work of Gower, as the Deacon, 1\1 iss Googins as
Kate, l\1iss Bowley as l\1iss Brown, and :Miss Higgins as one of the
twins, demands special commendation. \Vhile all the members
were good, these added much spice and life to the whol production.
Too much praise cannot be given to 1iss Litchfield, through
whose untiring efforts and careful coaching the presentation was
made a success.
Early in the ba ketball sea on 1 r. Colby offered to the boy who
had proven most valuable to his team, by his loyalty, faithful practice and unselfishness a silver cup, the decision to be made by the
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principal. Owing to the fire at the town hall ba ketball was given
up for thi
a on, but at the beginning of the baseball season
l\1 r. "olby tran ferrcd the above offer to the baseball team.
\'Ve, the student of carboro Hi h chool,wi h to thank the citizen of the town, who o kindly ecured for u the u of the Town
Hall for athletics this year.
During the winter term both the girls and boys formed an Athletic As ociation. .. early all of the students of both divi ions have
joined the a ociation. 'fhe officer for the boy w re 1r. Page,
president; Carl arter, vice-president; Lawrenc harles, secretary;
and "Ben" Hig in , trea urer. The irl for their fir t officers,
Edna Purcha e, pre ident; lady \\Tillman. 'ice-pr ~ ident; Doi is
Fogg, trea urer and secretary. At a recent me ting the girls elected
for their officers for another year, Gladys \Villman, pr sident; Viola
King, vice-pre ident; and lma eavey, ecretary and treasurer.
On 1ay 24th the girls' athletic association will entertain the boys'
baseball team at a students' social to which all members of th
high school re invited.
L

atbletfcs
The boys started the cason in athletic with a long chedul of
basketball game , but for the rea on tated below did not play any
heavy teams. Howev r, the ba eball team has more tha11 made
good. On Patriot's Day carboro played Buxton two games. In
the morning carboro defeat~d Buxton 14 to 7, while in the afternoon the visitors were held to a no run game, the score being 8 to 0.
Thi was the fir t game of the season and ha proved to be a forewarning of the other games, for up to the time of this article , carbora High has played ix games and \VOn every one. Scarboro's
third opponent was Gorham. This was e.·pected to pro\'e a hard
battle, but owing to the fact that Gorham's pitcher had pia) ed everal games that week or owing to our good work, we won, 7 to 3.
ape Elizab th wa our next victim, the score being 20 to 7.
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Our hardest battle came when we met Yarmouth Academy on
our own field. In the first inning Yarmouth cored her four points,
and until the seventh inning neither team cored. But at the beginning of the seventh every carboro man went to work. Yarmouth wa held without scoring and Scarboro came to the bat.
\ ith L. Charles on third and Libby on first, two men out, and two
strike \Ventworth knocked a grounder and cored the two men. t
the eighth two more Scarboro men scored, tying the score. To one
made a point in the ninth and the tenth inning came. ca,rboro,
under great difficultie succeeded in obtaining one point, thus winning the game. It was a great game. One man was heard to say
that it made no difference who scored as long as the points counted.
In the last game, which was nearly as exciting, carboro defeated
Standish High 5 to 3.
arter and Dyer have alternated as pitchers thi year and have
both proven worthy of their places. The support from the rest of
the team has been perfect. Every member of the team has worked
hard and loyalty to Scarboro High has steadily increa ed with every
game. The one question which confronts the boys is lack of funds
to play teams coming from long distances. This can, we hope, be
remedied by sub criptions or other method . The following member of thi year's team have played in nearly every game: Lawrence Charles, c. or ss.; ?\1errill, 2b.; Dyer, p. or 3b.; Dana Charles,
c.f.; Herbert \Ventworth, I. f.; Higgins, c. or r.f.; Libby, 1 tb.; Carter, p. or 3b.; Dan Carter, 3b. or r.f.; with John on Rounds or H.
Leonard as ubstitute .
hortly after chool opened in the fall, a meeting of the girls was
held for the purpo e of organizing a basketball team, and to elect a
manager and captain. A large number of girl were present and
everyone seemed interested. Vida Higgin was elected manager,
and 1 Tellie Hudson, captain. All members of the team began practice with enthusiasm, and it looked as if a good ea on was in store
for us, but we were all very much disappointed when, before our
Thank giving vacation, our hall was destroyed by fire, which, of
course, put an end to basketball and cancelled the twelve games
which had been scheduled.
However, during our \·acation the
girls had pla{lned to go to South Portland. On the evening of De-
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cemb r 22, with th
nion Gym. 2nd team, they played their first
and only game of this s a on. The game was divided into three tenminute period and at the end of the third period the score was·tied
4 to 4. This ncces itated playing until two points were scored by
one of the team and a ·nion Gym. succeeded in getting a field goal
we were defeated. A number of boys accompanied the girls on
their trip, thus assisting the player and encouraging the team, and
di playing that loyalty to the chool which has been so marked in
all activities this year.
The line-up for this game was as follows:

. H. S.
Hudson, If.
V. Higgins, r.f.
D. Googins, c.
I\1. Hudson, r.g.
G. Urquhart, l.g.
C. Seavey, s.c.
J

u

1

10

GYM .
Doughty, r.f.
Hamilton, l.f.
Henley, c.
Dyer, l.g.
Hodnett, r.g.
J{ittredge, s.c.

1
Goals {rom floor: Doughty 2, Hamilton 1. Goals from foul:
Hudson 3, V. Higgins 1.
The members of the first team were Tellie Hudson, left fonvard;
Vida Higgins, right forward; Mildred Hudson, right guard; Gladys
Urquhart and Gladys \\Tillman, left guard; Dorothy Googins, center; and Clara Seavey, side center. The following girls were members of the second team and substitutes for the first: Adelaide
Temm, Edna Purchase, Alma Seavey.
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Blumttf
Editor of tlze Scarborough II·igh School Paper:
As this school year is drawing to a close, it is a most natural thing
to look back over the weeks and see what has been accomplished in
all lines of activity. The present curriculum is serving a goodly
number of young men and women, and we know they will not only
be better citizens, but will also be able to enjoy more in this life because of their studies in Scmborough High. The Basketball Team
did very good work; so also has the Baseball Team, as not a game
has been lost by the boys up to this time, which certainly is a fine
record. These above activities have been carried on successfully by
the student body without very much help or enthusiasm from the
outside public, still this seeming lack of support is not that there is
no interest in the old school, but that the friends and graduates are
not organized. This condition can in a mea:;ure be overcome by
our new Alumni Association.
tow as the letters are received asking you to join the Association we know that each one will re pond
heartily and in this way Scarborough High can in a short time have
a strong Alumni Association, which is one of the greatest assets any
school can have.
The Alumni Association will endeavor to co-operate with those in
authority and try to aid in bringing about those changes which will
make for a stronger and better school. If we are successful in organizing, and I see no reason why we should not be, we hope to be
able to establish a scholarship for some worthy boy or girl. In
fact, there are so many possibilities for doing good in such an association that I will not try to state more at this time. Let each one
be watchful for the Alumni letter. This would be a watchful waiting policy. \\.Then letter is received, act at once; and in this way
help to build up a strong Scarboro High School Alumni Association.

CLIFFORD H. LIBBY.
1908
Jeanette Harmon and J. Harold. ewcomb were married on Jan.
15, at the home of the bride's parents, by Rev. Rensel H. Colby.
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1913
Emma \Yentworth L t aching at Kittery, :Maine.
The engagem ·nt of Hazel Johnson to l\1r. Eug ne Kel o of Provid nee. R. 1., ha been announced.
Eh a (,ilman is third a i. tant teacher at \Vindham Hi h School.
E\'a Laidlaw, ex-13, \\<.t married to 1r. Percy on.1nt of \Vc tbrook a short time ago.
1915
Lucretia .: argent i teaching at Bethel, Maine.
1yron Libby is at present in the mploy of th H. j. Libby cstat
Bertha 1c rvc is at her home at carboro, 1aine.
Glady t ·rquhart is attending Gray's Bu iness College, at Portlcrnd, 1e.
B ssie l\1yers i training to become a nurs at Dr. King's Hospital.
Portland.
Otis Leary is engaged in the carpenter business with his broth r,
Earl Leary.
hrnest Libby is taking a post-graduate course at Scarboro High.
Elsie p ar i attending Burditts College at Boston, 1ass.
Helen Leonard is stud) ing to become a linotypist in the office of
Libby & Smith of Portland.
.l

All members of the Alumni of Scarboro Hi h chool are requested
to nd I ttcrs or any other information concerning former graduate to rellie Bud on, R. F. D., outh Portland, I\1aine. It may be
interesting for our alumni to learn that our sub cription list, which
was started a year ago, contains the address of people as far Torth
as Alaska, and as far South as Florida. The e people have shown
their interest in the school by sending their new addresses to a member of the pre ent enior class and reque ting that this issue of
the "Four orners" he forwarded them.
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Owing to the fact that a new e.·change editor was elected in the
middle of the year, some of our exchanges have reached the wrong
address. \Ve do, however, wish to thank all schools s nding us their
exchanges and to announce that our editor for next year will be
Dorothy Googins, who e addre sis \Vest carboro, 41aine.
The Cresce1zt, Buxton, :Maine.-Your paper is well arranged and
your literary department excellent.
The Academy Echo, Freedom, Maine.-The Academy Echo is a
very interesting paper. Its literary department is well arranged.
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Tlze Tripod, Sa o, laine.-Your paper is very interesting, and
your co,·er design v ry attractive.
Hlindonia11, \\'indham, laine.-\Ve ar v r) glad to receiv ) our
paper, and) our literar) department is w 11 arrang d. \Ve wi h) ou
the be t of lucl· in put li hing your paper.
The Clarion, \Vc t Ro. bury .-Your pape1· is \\ell arranged and
your torie intere~ting, but would not a fe,, more school note help
your paper?
The Pi11kertou Critic, Derry, ~ '. H.-Your paper i well arranged,
and you have a very good athletic column.

GE 1 FROT\1 0 R EXCHA
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(Getting a sup pi))
Tew Lodger ( area ticall)): "Is this all the soap there is in the
room?"
Landlady (decidedly): "Yes, sir, all that I wish to allow you."
Tew Lodger: "\\.ell, I 'II take two more rooms. I've got to wash
my face in the morning."-Ex.
"You knew your lesson to-day," said the captain of the team accu ingly.
"Yes, ir.''
"\\'ell, let it pa this time but it looks as if you were neglecting
ba ebali."-E~·.
"\Vhat's the matter, stranger, hurt your auto?"
" . . Tope, run over a chicken and punctured a tire on the pm
feathers. ''-Ex.
"Grandma, did you like that gumdrop?"
"Yes, I liked it very much, dear."
"\\'ell, Towser didn't. He spit it out twice."-Ex.
Little drops of wonder lead to little grains of cheat,
l;ntil the cribbin scholar can win a 100 neat.-Ex.

A. $WINBORN
PLUMBING AND HEATING
South Portland, R . F. D. 8.

Telephone 26-3

OWEN, MOORE &
Established 18 74

C~O.

Incorporated 1892

I mporting Retailers

Dry and Fancy Goods
Cloaks and Suits

Infants' and Children's \\Tear

505-507 Congress St.

PORTLAND, ME.

l}lummer's Jnsurance ~gencp
All kinds of INSURANCE placed in the strongest
companies that exist
Office 121 Exchange

t.

P ORTLA TD, l\1AI

E

Practical Knowledge J Truly Power.
and builds ucc s.

It encourages economy

Right at the Start
Learn the ART OF SPE 1DI G.
It will build large bank accounts on small income . The Buying Advantages I\1akes

l\ine!i jljrotbers

~o.

The Economical Trade Center of Portland and Vicinity.

529-535 CO 1GRESS STREET,

THE RI 1ES BROS. CO.

DRY GOODS

50 Feet of Garden Hose
\\TILL HELP KEEP YOUR LA\V TS CREE

T

A TD

P IR OF R BBER B TS
\VILL KEEP YO R FEET DRY.

''1-Ve can Ilelp you wet or dry,
Only call a d. let ·u s tr)'.''

Portland Rubber Co.,
259 MIDDLE ST.

•
r
H oo 1e

Cabinet
The most complete, practical
and be t-made Kitchen Cabinet.
Call and see one. The moderate
price and hi h quality :vill
a tonish you.

OREN
HOOPER'S
SONS,
PORTLAND,

IIAINE

" 'G oing to HOLMES to Shoe the Family''
We take this Opportunity
of thanking the people of Scarboro for their generou patronage of
our tore and hope to merit a continuance
of the ame.

HOLMES SHOE CO., PORTLA 0,
James A. Mcfaul, Manager

Two Drug Stores

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

''Tbe Store of Progress"

Blue Serge Suits for

Gradu~ation

Made by that favorite tailoring organization
of America's alert young men

The House of K uppenheimer
-

-------

The styles have all the dash of youth- designed with an eye
to the likings of the high school young man
Special values in honor of the young men of '16 at
$15
$17.50
$20.00

FRANK M. LOW & CO.
"CLOTHES OF THE BETTER KIND"

Complime11ts of an
interested FriendA }.{ember of the
C/nss of l'lineteen
Ilundred Fifteen.

WE employ this space in which to e

t end our hearty invitat ion to the
members of Scarboro High as well as
their parents and friends, to visit our
store every time they come to Portland.
They wiii be welcome either as customers or visitors.

PORTEOUS. MITCHELL lJ1 BRAUN CO.

Geo. C. Shaw Co.
Il\1PORTER

and GRO ER

585-587 ..589-591 Congress St.
Down Town Store
Monument Square
PORTLA

Tl)

MAl

Maine's Leading
Dry Goods Department Store

Established 1865

Eastman Bros. C& Bancroft,
Portland, Me.

E
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For Graduation . . .

•

Special BLUE SERGE SUIT in the
'ewest Styles for young men

I
I

$15.00
Everything else that's right in young men's Hats
and Furnishings

Haskell & Jones Co.
PORTLAND

MAINE

I
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()pel for the Season, June 20

II
:
Io...,........
Prout's Neck,

I

The Checkley
IRA C. FOSS, Proprietor

Maine

I
I
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E. R. LEARY

BUlL I G CONTRACTOR
WEST SCARBORO,

MAINE

G. W. KNIGHT
General Merchandise,
Groceries,
Boots, Shoes, Grain, Fertilizer
and Seeds
WEST SCARBORO,

MAINE

Buy your groceries at

Shaw

t

You will be sure to
get the right price

Vo lfo

~JHI~W

Dealer in Groceries and General Merchandise
PROUT'S NECK,
SCARBORO BEACH
"ORAL HYGIENE is the road to HEALTH, COMFORT and BEAUTY"

"The Kind that Saves Teeth"

ORA· HYGEN DENTAL CREAM

Non Secret
Scientific
Comes from the tube Flat

Antiseptic
Prophylactic
Does not Separate or Barden

0. E. SHERMAN
Dealer in

Flour, Grain, Groceries and General Merchandise

GORHAM, MAINE

--~-------------------------
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